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Agenda
• Starting Out
• Summer 2009 - Pitching the Idea
• Fall 2009 - Acquiring the X Server
• New Year 2010 - Subject Hierarchy
• Spring 2010 - Stakeholder Meetings
• Summer 2010 - Building & Customization
• Before & After
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Starting Out
• MetaLib Group - Continual Improvement
• David Walker - SFX interface
• Xerxes
• X-Server
• Interface
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Pitching the Idea
UW System (CUWL 2009)
• Why invest in the X-Server?
• Interface creation/control
• Testing environment
• Widget creation
• Connectivity to other RD tools
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Why Xerxes?
 E-Resource Gateway 
vs.  Xerxes at Cal State
Pitching the Idea
 LibGuides
 LCPs, D2L, Portal?
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UW System (CUWL 2009)
• Implications
• Annual maintenance fee
• Programming time
• Workflow impacts
• Website/catalog impacts
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Pitching the Idea
UW System (CUWL 2009)
• Benefits
• Greater ownership/buy-in
• Xerxes user community
• Integration possibilities
• No working around MetaLib
• Enhanced functionality
• Extensible interface
• Immunity to system upgrades
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Acquiring the X-Server
• Setting up the Server - LIRA
• Unique - Setting up a Test Environment
• Unique - Setting up a Shared Environment
• No Authentication for Xerxes Yet
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Subject Hierarchy
• Survey other Xerxes sites
• MetaLib group rough draft
• 18 broad subjects/173 specific subjects
• Construction by resources
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Stakeholders
• Bibliographers, Subject Liaisons, Public 
Service Staff, Specific Groups
• Large & Small libraries, Variety of subjects
• Proposed Subjects
• Database additions/subtractions
• Page organization
• Final Result
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Building & Customization
• “Value Added” area & Navigation
• A-Z List improvements
• Pre-1970 Databases
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 1. Searches only the title and description fields
2. Treats search strings as unstemmed (“art” no longer returns “article”)
3. Searches multiple words as “ANDed”
4. Adds phrase searching
5. Allows use of “*” as wildcard
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Building & Customization
• “Value Added” area & Navigation
• A-Z List improvements
• Pre-1970 Databases
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Thank You
Sue Dentinger
Anne Rauh
Curran Riley
Jean Ruenger-Hansen
Todd Bruns
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